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Abstract

In order to make clear essential features of the resonating Hartree-Fock (Res H_ theory for a Fermion

system with large quantum fluctuations and to show its superiority over the usual HF theory, we apply it to

the exactly solvable Lipkin model. We use a new direct optimization algorithm to optimize orbitals in non-

orthogonal Slater determinants (S-dets) in a Res I-IFwave function. For our sake of simplicity, we assume

a Res I-IFwave function to be superposed by two S-dets Igl> and Ig2> which give corresponding two local

energy minima of monopole "deformation". We make the self-consistent Res I-IFcalculation so as to

minimize the energy functional including up to the second order variation. The Res I-IFground state

generated with only two S-dets brings us the ground state energy very near to the exact one and then

explains most of the ground state correlation energy.

*) This work has first been reported in the Program INT-93-3, the seminar and workshop on Large Amplitude Collective
Motion held at the National Institute for Nuclear Theory, University of Washington, WA 98195, Seattle, from October
4th through December 1701, 1993.

**) Permanent address, e-mail address: nisiyama@cc.kochi-u.ac.jp
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§1. Introduction

In previous papersFukutome and the present authorhave proposed theories called the resonating •
Hartree-Fockl) (Res HF) and the resonating Hartree-Bogoliuoo"-v2) (Res liB) theories to describe large

quantum fluctuations in a Fermion_"stem and a superconducting one by resonance of multiple mean field
correlation wave functions. In the Res HF and the Res liB theories, each ground state wave function is

approximated by a superpositionof non-orthogonal Slater determinants(S-dets)or lib wave functions with
different correlationstructures. Resonanceof the S-dets orHB wave functions takes place ff the mean field

energy functionalsurfacehas multiple local minimawith nearenergies.

The existence of the resonating ground state was first demonstrated for a small diatomic molecule,

carbon mono-oxide (CO).3) The groundstate wave functionof CO at largeinteratomicdistances can never

be approximated by a I-IFwave function but is well approximated by a superposition of two HF wave

functions with close energies but with differentcorrelation structures. That such a resonance is present in

transitional soft nuclei is suggested by coexistence of multiple nuclear shapes and presence of super-

deformations. To show the usefulness of the Res FIBtheory without unnecessary complications, we first

applied it to a problem of describing the coexistence of two deformed shapes appearing in a simple

schematic model of identical nucleons.'|) As suitable trial wave functions, we adopted two resonating HB

wave functions correspondingto local energy minima of prolate and oblate shapes, respectively which were
found in the usual HB calculation with the use of the familiar pairing plus quadrupole interaction model.

Our self-consistent Res HB calculation by means of the iterative method, however, met a very serious

problemof convergenceas it has been often experiencedin the usual HF and HB calculations.

To make self-consistentnumericalcalculationsby the iterativemethod andto avoidthe difficultiesof the

convergence, Fukutomeand his collaboratorshave developed a tractabledirectoptimization algorithmof

orbitalsin S-dets in a Res HF wavefunction,s) They appliedthis algorithmto the one dimensionalHubbard

model of half-f'flling. The optimizedS-de,t_much deviate fromthe trialS-dets prepared fromthe usualHF

calculations and the Res HF ground state generated with a few S-dets explains almost the value of the

groundstate correlationenergy in all the correlationregimes.

In the present paper, in order to make clear essential features of the Res HF theory and to show its

superiority over the usual HF theory, we apply the above new optimization algorithm to the exactly solvable

Lipkin model.6) Forsimplicity, we assume a resonating HF wave function to be superposedby two S-dets

Igl> and Ig2>which give corresponding two local energy minima of monopole "deformation". The self-

consistent Res HF calculation so as to minimize the energy functional including up to the second oder

variation brings us the ground state energy very near to the exact ground state one. In §2, fh--stwe

recapitulate briefly the Res HF theory. In §3, we apply it to the Lipkin model. In §4, we give a simple

analytic solution of both the Res HF CI and Res HF equations for a Res l-IFvariationalparameter. In §5,

we give a calculus by the direct optimization algorithm using four Res I-IFvariational parameters. In §6,

along the algorithm we find numerical solutions of the Res HF CI and Res I-IFequations. In §7, some

concluding remarks will be given. In the Appendix we give basic formulas to calculate matrix elements

appearing in the firstand second ordervariationsof the energy and their f'malcomputedexpressions.
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• §2. Brief recapitulation of the Resonating Hartree-Fock approximation

• We consider an n Fermion system with N single particle states. Let ai and a_, i = 1, 2,..., N, be

the annihilation and creation operators of the Fermion and the Hamiltonian of the system be

H = hjia_ai + l [Id llj]a_ +lajai , (2.1)

where [k/I/j] are the antisymmetrized interaction matrix elements and we use the summation convention

overtherepeatedindices.
A wave function IT"> and the Schr6dinger equation (H - E )1T"> = 0 can be exactly represented in the

integral forms as

u<.),<, ,e+= ,.><+,e+.IT'>

f {H[W(u,v)] E }<u Iv >T'(v)dv =0 (2.3)
QI

t

where the integration is the group integration over the unitary group U(N) made of an unitary matrix u

which corre_ixmds to the coefficients of occupied orbitals and q_u) = <u IT'>. The unitary operator U(u)

induces a Thouless transformation7) to a reference S-det, I¢>. The off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix

element and overlap integral between two non-orthogonal S-tiers lu> and Iv> are given, respectively as

<ulHlv>= H[W(u,v)]<ulv>, ,eadv>=detz, z= utv , (2.4)

where z is an nxn matrix and det z is the determinant of z. The interstate density matrix W(u,v) is defmed

as

W(u,v)= vz-l. "t, (2.5). ,

which is an NxN dimensional matrix and satisfies

W2(u,v) = W(u,v) , W?(u,v) = W(v,u) . (2.6)

That reduces to the usual HF density matrix if u = v.

We approximate IT"> by a discrete superposition of S-dets as

liP>= _ lu/>c/. (2.7)
/

We denote sampling S-dets as luf >'s. The mixing coefficients ct are normalized by

-3-
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= ° = detCzs_scs 1, (2.S)
f,g f_

wherezfs= u_us .
Theenergyexpectationvalueof Iq_> is expressedas

= * = H[Wfg]det(zf&)cfcg , (2.9a)
fs fs

H[Wf&]= hj_Wfs)ij+l [ki Ilj](Wfs)_Wfs)jt , (2.9b)

whereWls= usz'f_u_istheinterstatedensitymatrixbetweenlu/>andlug>.

We determineboththecf'sandlu/>'svariationaUybythefollowingsetofequations:

{U[g_8]- E}det(zf,)c, - 0 , (2.10)
#

#

Kf#---{(I- g_#)F[g_&]+ H[Wf&].E}Wfsdetz/&, (2.11b)

F#{14_g]= ¢$1=IDVfs]l_(Wf&)ji= h# + [ij1k_OVf&)t_. (2.11c)

Equation (2.10) is called the Res I-IFCI (configurationinteraction ) equation, The NxN matrixF[W] is

calledtheinterstateFockoperator.Optimizationoftheorbitalsuf'sismadebyF.q.(2.II)whichwe call

theResHF equation.Eq.(2.II)canbetransf_ to

[Ffuf]_ = _aufm, (a = I, 2, ..., n ) (2.12a)

* t *
Ff= F[W_Icfl2+ _# {Kfsc/c&+ Kjscfc&} , (2.12b)

efo=fo- -f.Icfl.

Herel_fa'sareLagrangemultiplierstosequretheunitafityoftheuf'sande.fa'smeanorbitalenergies.The

aboveisasetofcouplednon-lineareigenvalueequationfortheuf'sandiscalledtheResI-IFeigenvalue

equation.ThatreducestotheusualHF eigenvalueequationifthesamplingS-clefsarerestrictedtoonlyone

S-det.TheResHF eignvalueequationtellsusthateveryeigenfunctioninaresonatingstatehasitsown

orbitalenergiesea. ThentheorbitalconceptisstillsurvivingintheResHF approximation,though

orbitalsofdifferentstructuresareresonating.
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• Ii3. Resonating Hartree-Fock theory under the use of the Lipkin model Hamiitonian

' In this section, to show the usefulness of the Res I-IFtheory and to avoid an unnecessary complication,

we adopt the simplest model consisting of two local energy minima of monopole "deformations" found in

the well known Lipkin model.

Now, let us introduce the Lipldn model Hamiltonian 6) which has two N-fold degenerate levels with
1 1

energies _e and-_e,respectively
^ 1 ^2

H =_o-_-V(K++/_ . (3.1)

The operators Ko, _'+ and/_'_arc defined by

.-. 1 .-- ^ 1 N N

K0 = ] (N .- N _ ) - ]_ (c_c_,- c_c.p ), /_ + - % c_pc._,= K t (3.2)
m 9

p=l

and satisfy the SU(2) quasi-spin algebra

[K0, K+] =:P.X'±, [K+ ,K_] = 2K0 . (3.3)

We assume the system to consist of N particles. Then the S-det, IsN>, in which the N particles fill the

lower level, satisfies

c,p ISN>= 0, c.ptiSN>=O , (p = 1, 2,...,N) , ,__ ISN>=0. (3.4)

According to the work by Holzwarth, 8) we also introduce the following SU(2N) Thouless trans-

formation:7)

U(g) [c_t, c_ ] U'-l(g) = [ct", c_ ] g , U(,g)=e '_e°eqtt°-t-' e'_° , (3.5a)

-sm_- 1_,/cos]-.e .,_ .e"_'_').

g =/ 0 _p_,)., 0 .ei_O,_,).ls ] ' g?g = gg? = 12s , detg = 1 , (3.5b)[sin_ .e ,_ cos_

u(g)u(g')=U(gg'), u(g_)=u_(g) =u*(g), u(1)= I. (3.5c)

Here the [ct+] and [c_?] are N dimensional mw vectors of the Fermion creation operators in the upper level

and in the lower one, respectively and ls is the N dimensional unit matrix. The above SU(2N) matrix is

essentially the direct sum of the SU(2) matrix. Any N particle S-det I&>can be constructed by the

Thouless transformation of a reference S-det, ISS>, (the Thouless theorem 7)) as

Is>= U(g)IsN>= <sNIU(g)IsN>e"_° IsN> , <,sNIU(g)IsN>= cosN(_) • (3.6)

This is a coherent state representation (CS rep) of the Fermion state vectors on the SU(2N) group.9)
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Hereafter, we denote two states corresponding to the HF states of local energy minima with different

monopole "deformations" as Igt> and Ig2>. They are distinguished by writing explicitly the subscripts 1
and 2.

In order to get the explicit expressions for the Res HF equations in the SU(2N) CS rep, we must

calculate the overlap integral <gtlg2>, the interstate density matrix W(gl,&2), the matrix element of the

Hamiltonian <gIIHIg2>and the interstate Fock operatorF[W(gI,g2) ] between non-orthogonal S-dets. For

this aim, we introduce two 2N,_V isometric matrices ul andu2 and a matrix z12 by

I cos-_e"_m'_a0.1sl

ul(2)=[ sinO:e_m__C_.ls j , (3.7a)

..

ul(2)u1(2)Is , zl2= utlu2, (3.7b)

sothatz12isan NxN matrixandz21= z_2.Thenwe have

o_ -_
<gl Ig2> --"det z12= z n'e , (3.8a)

0 w. o.w
12= cos_-cos_- - tcos_-sm_- , (3.8b)

o Eo2-o,,o =-o2+oI, ¥ - W,, ¥,=_ + ,q,F. . (3.8c)

Though we have used the same symbols 0 and _ as those involved in the matrix g, there is no fear of

confusion.

The interstate density matrix W(gl,g2) is represented as

N_(gl,g2)"1# K+(gt,g2)'Is"
-I ?

W(gt,g2)= W12= u2z1_ul= , (3.9)

K_(gl,g2)'IsN+(g1,g2)"I#

K+(gl g2)= cos--_zn n ', stow , K-(gl,g2)= sin _-Icos e_ (3.10b)
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which obviously satisfies the idempotency condition and is not hermifian as a 2Nx2N matrix. The usual

HF density matrices W11 ( = ulu_) and W22 ( = u2ut2) can be easily got from F.,qs. (3.9) - (3.10) by

putting 0 2 ; 0 _ and _'2 - g_, so that 0 - 0 and _ ; 0. They are expressed in a lump as

= ] cos2(-_).ls lsin01¢_e'/_'la_1_

W,I_ [ 2sin0_c_eiv'm_'ls cos2(__/).ls . (3.11)

The matrix elements of the one-body operators F_.q.(3.2) and the two-body operators in Eq. (3.1)

between two S-tiers are calculated as follows:

A

<gtlN_lgp =N.N+(g_,g2)-detzn , (3.12a)

A

<g_IK_Ig2>= N.K+(g_,g2).detzn , (3.12b)

<g,l_'2_igp= N(N-1). {K+(,g,,gz)}2.detzn . (3.12c)

Then the matrix element of the Hamiltonian <gllHIg2> is expressed in the form

<gllHlg2>= H[Wn].detzn, (3.13a)

1 1 1 }-2.1H[Wn] = _dC.N+(g,,gz)- _-dV.N_(g,,gz)-_-d/x.{K+(gt,gz) _._x.{K_(g,,g2)} 2 , (3.13b)

where

,_.(N- D.V/e. (3.13c)

The above matrix element satisfies the relation H[W21] = H'[WI2]. The usual HF energy funcdonals

<gllHIgl> (=H[Wll]) and <g21Hlg2>(= H[W22]) are obtained from Eq. (3.13b), by putting 0 =0 and

= 0. They are expressed in a lump as

H[Wucz2)]- l£N.sin2(_)-l£Ncos2(_)

- 2ENX.{2sinOIcz,e'iVl_}2-1_Vx.{2sinOl_eiVlc_'}2 . (3.14)

-7-



Finally, the interstate Fock operator F[W(gl,g2)] (= tY-/[WI2]/O,V_, where the symbol T means the

transpose of a matrix), which is a 2Nx2N matrix, is represented as

I 1 _ .

- -rZsmz  ..ose.Is

F[Wn]= 02°.,.01 .,_..v' 1 . (3.15)

The usual Fock operators F[Wll] (=cY/[Wll]/c_,¥1TI)and F[W22] (=t_/[W22]/6W _) in the I-IFapproximation

are derived fi'omEq. (3.15) by setting 0 =0 and V/= 0 and are represented in a lump as

I I -½_;_sin0_meiet_.I#

F[W_,_)]= -]e I#. I " (3.16)

- 2e_,smOlc_e'*W_C_.ls _e ls

I

The Res HF configuration interaction (CI) equation to determine the mixing coefficients cl and c2 is

written in the following simple form:

(H*[WI2] - E ).detz12 H[W22]-E c2

together with the normalization condition

• $ •

IC112+ Ic2!2 + ClC2"det212+ clc2.det212 = 1 . (3.17b)

Due to the simplicity of the Res HF CI equation, Wecan solve easily the above equation (3.17) and get the

Res I-IFenergy E and the corresponding magnitudes of the mixing coefficients cl and c2 as follows:

E -- 1 - Idet212121 (H[Wll] + H[W22])" (H'[W12] + H[Wl2])'ldet21212-T-_'_'db] , (3.18a)

where

Edb- (H[WI1]" H[W22])2

-(H*[Wn]-H[Wl2])2"Idetzl212.(l-Idetzl212), (3.18b)

-8-



(H[W_t]- g )2 H[Wss]-E

lcll2 = 1 + tH[W12]"E 12.1dctz1212"H[W12] - E" H [WI_j - E] ' (3.19a)

(H[W22]- E )2 H[W22] - E H[W22] - E ]-tIc212= 1 + IH[W12]" Ei2.1detzt212- H[W12] "E" H*tWt2]- E] " (3.19b)

The Res HF ground state energy is shifted down from the original HF ground state one by the resonance of

the two monopole "deformations", though the Res HF excited state one is shifted up. It should be

stressed that the Res HF ener[,ies and the corresponding mixing coefficients must be determined so as to

optimize the energy with the superposed wave function ctlgl> + c2192>.

Finally, the Res I-IFoperators F1 and F2 are rewritten in terms of the interstate density matrix and the

interstate Fock operator as follows:

& = IF[WIll-(HtW111-LD

(I . w_zw[w_zlw_?w_:*tw_zlO-w_z)}].,c_F×(w2+w +2+- Htw 2j-E+ -'two,J-- ' 0.20a)

_2= [F[W_-(H[Wzd-g)

x{w12+w_2+ H_.Wlzl-g + H*[Wlz]-E - " (3.20b)

The ResI-IFeigenvalueequationsaregivenas

Flula= ¢.taula, F2u_ - _ . (a---I,2,...,N) (3.21)

Inourfirst applicationoftheResHI3theory4)toasimpleschematicmodelofevenidenticalnucleiwiththe

familiarpairingplusquadrupoleinteractionmodel, we havemade thenumericalcalculationsself-

consistentlybymeans oftheiterativemethod.4) Thatprocedurecanbesaidtoconsistofthefollowing

iterationstepsifwe usethepresentterminologyoftheResHF theory:Supposewe cangetsuitabletrial

wave functionsu_andu2. Firstwe calculatetheoverlapintegralandtheHamiltonianmatrixelements.

Then, fromEqs.(3.18)and(3.19)we canobtaintheResI-IFgroundstateenergyandthecorresponding

mixingcoefficients.Nextwe calculatetheinterstatedensitymatrix(3.9),theFockoperators(3.16)and

theinterstateFockoperator(3.15).Thus,we candeterminetheResFockoperators(3.20).Finally,by

solvingtheResHF eigcnvalueequations(3.21),we cangettheResI-IForbitalenergiese]and_ andnew

trialwavefunctionsulandu2. Butwe havemetnecessarilyaveryseriousproblemofconvergenceaswe

haveoftenexperiencedintheusualself-consisitentHF andHB calculations.So,inthenextsectionwe

willscckforasimpleanalyticsolutionwithoutusingsuchiterativemethod.

-9-



§4. A simple analytic solution

By making the usual HF calculation we can draw easily the HF energy functional surface for the Lipkin "

model Hamiltonian in the two dimensional (0, _ plane of the HF parameters. From the HF energy map

at Z >1 we can get two local energy minima with different monopole "deformations". The corresponding

two HF states are the ground state Igl> with the I-IFparameters 0= 0_, V=0 and the excited state 1&2>

with 0 = 0m, V = =, where the 0,,,m is the solution to minimize the HF energy. However, the Lipkin

model Hamiltonian used here is too simple, so the states I&l> and Ig2> have degenerate energies. We

choose these two states as trial wave functions and make the self-consistent Res HF numerical calculation.

First we will consider the following simplest case for the Res HF parameters:

02=0, 0if0, V2fJr, Vl=0, _p2=-_2, _pl=-_] . (4.1)

Then from Eqs. (3.8) - (3.14), we obtain the overlap integral and the Hamfltonian matrix elements as

f_12= - i cos0, detz12= cosS0, (4.2)

H[W11]----½ EN(COS0 + I _ sin20)= H[W22] H[WI2]= I H[W11]--H*[W12] (4.3)' cos20 "

Now putting x =cos0 and using Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), we have solutions fbr the Res HF CI equation

'E_ csleN" 1 1

EexRes/EN =-_'_ (l-+xs-2){x+½X(1-x2)}, (4.4)

' '= 2 1 ± xs ' tc2,= = t-c2.exl " (4.5)

Thus tb'._direct optimization of the Res HF orbitals is easily achived by the variation of the Res HF energies

with respect to the parameterx

C4.6a)

which satisfies an equation for the unknown Res I-IFparameterx

I--X2(N-I)¥ (N - 1)(I-_)xNfzx{(1 4"XN-2)2_ ½(N-2) (1-_)2x N} • (4.6b)

Equation (4.6b) is an algebraic equation to determine the Res HI::parameters x corresponding to the Res

HI: ground state and the Res l-IF excited state, respectively. It reduces to the well-known equation

1 = Zx (X >1)10)to minimize the usual I-IFground state energy if we take up only two leading terms from

the above equation. This algebraic equation can be solved easily for given N and Z.

- 10-
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Further we calculate the interstate density matrix and the interstate Fock operator and substitute their

expressions andthe results obtained in the above into Eq. (3.20). Then the explicit expressions for the Res

I-IFoperators can Ix:given in the following forms:

-_e'zK(z,x)'It¢ -2eN_(z,x)'IN_e'Z (Z,x).It¢
-_eN_f_, x)-lH - (4.7a)

F_= 1 - 1 -. ' F2=I 1 - '

-_e'x, Kf_, x). # -_e N+(Z, x). l # +e'ZK'_,x).l_, -_eN+_, x). l tv

where

:!:_(1-I)(1- _) {'_ +x-}--x--,Z}(l.l.xk), ] , (4.7b)

e_{z,._>---½[__+(:_+t,-_'J1:,::

;_(, +½)(,-_){_+t-x}(,g:),], (_.,o)

_'{X,X) = + (1-x2) 'n I1 + ;_ {_ + x-L-Z}-1_] . (4.7d)

The dagonalization of the Res I-IFoperator Ft by the unitary matrix gl having the same form as that of

Eq. (3.5b) leads us to eigenvalues e+ and e_ ,-,orrespondingto the orbitalenergies in the Res I-IFstates

0]g]Flg I ffi , (4.8a}
0 e+.lx

£+=]e[-½IR_-i_.}+½IR_,R.}(I+]')_], E_ffi-½¢[½Ig_-R.}+½IR_+R.}{;+r)m]. (4.8b)

where

4,_'292(Z,.,, X ) (4.8C)
_=_f_,x)= {ff+(X,x)+N,_(Z,x)}2 .

The diagonalization of the Res I-IFoperator F2 by the unitary rrmtrixg2, g_F2g2, also brings us to the same

eigenvalues as the above. The _a'stderivation of the self-consistent orbital energies in the Res HF states is

revealed explicitly in Eqs. (4.8b) and (4.8c) by using only one Res I-IFparameter x which is detemfined

through the orbital optimization condition (4.6). This derivation owes to _heimportant physical aspects of

the Res HF theory that every S-det in a Res l-iF state has its own orbital energies. If we neglect the terms

associated with x"_ in Eqs. (4.7b) - (4.7d), we can get the usual I-IForbitalenergies. 1°)
-11-
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Both the eigenvectors in the Res HF states arerepresented by 2N_/isometric matrices as

l I.

1 1 1/21_ 1 1 ]1/2
_[1+ _,_1 • _[1 + _,_..1,

(1 + u2-- (1 +ul - 1 1 ' 1 1 " (4.9)

_[1- '_'1. - -c_+r) ''_] _[1 _ +_.),,_1':_.1,,

From Eq. (4.9), we can construct a new density matrix in the state Igl> as

I 1 1 7" .m

(1 + T) m]'l_ 2"[1 + T "j .ls
+

Wllffi • (4.10)

1 T laI# _I[I- 1_[1+T"]" (i +rji_]'I_

We can also get a new density matrix W22 and a new interstate density matrix Wn. Then from these

expressions for _e density matrices, we find a new formula to self-consistency condition in the Res I-IF

theory

4 422_2(z x ).[1+ 4x2_2(z, x) _1sinO= {N.+(Z _x) + ff_(Z, x)} 2 {N.+(X, x) + N._(X, x)} _- , (4.11)

.which turns out to be just equivalent to Eq. (4.6) determining the values of the Res I-IFparameters x in the

Res I-IFground state and the Res I-IFexcited state, respectively. If we again neglect the terms associated

with x _ in Eqs. (4.7b) - (4.7d), then from Eq. (4.11) we can obtain the well-known self-consistency

conditionintheusualI-IFcase.I°)

Finally we will give expressions for order parametersof < gz > and < g 2 >

<gx> - <_FI_zlY'>=0 , (4.12)

< _ > .ffi<Y" I_ I'P> = -_-. li_ [I2 + N(1 - x2 ) :l:xJv], (4.13)

whose behaviours are strikingly conuast to those of the same order pm'an_ters in the usual I-IFcase.

Before going into detailed illustrations of concrete structures and behaviours of thc present simplc

analytic solution, in the following scction, wc will givc a method of calculations by a new direct

optimization algorithm in order to avoid the difficultics of convcrgcnce mcntioncd in the preccc_ng

scction.



• §5. Direct optimization algorithm /

In this secdon, for our sake of simplicity, we will adopt four variables 02 , 01 , _2, and _1 as the Res

I-IFparameters and assume the following phase relationand phase conventions:

1//2-1//1-R , _2 =-q/2 , _}1 =--_1 • (5.1)

In this case, the optimization of Res HF orbitals becomes more difficult because the Res HI= energy

functional surface should have rather complicated structureswith two minima and a maximum or perhaps

a saddle point. In order to determine the Res HF orbitals, if we intend to solve the set of coupled non-

linear eigenvalue equation (2.12) by using the simple iterative method, we would surely encounter very

serious problems of non-convergence as we have often experienced in the usual HF and FIB calculations.

To avoid such convergence difficulties, we will employ a direct minimization method different slightly

from that proposed by Fukutome and his collaborators, s) Owing to the simplicity of the Lipkin model

Hamiltonian, we need not reduce the dimension of the variation space.

For the purpose of constructing a tractable optimization algorithm, let us introduce quantities Ar defined

through _ = tan(Or 12).eig (r =1, 2) and rewrite Eq. (3.6) into the following form by using a Thouless

transformation:

N (9, X,_,(S,_lgr>=u(g,)tg,>=cos >, (5.2a)

where

K.(gr) = U(gr) K+ U'-l(gr) . (5.2b)

Theexplicitformsof _'+(gr), E-(gr) andl_o(gr) aregivenin theAppendix. Thequantities_ are the most

effective to decreasethe Res HF energy. To get fast convergencethey must be dctcm_ed so as to

optimize theenergyvariationup to the secondorder. They are thequadraticsteepestdescentof the Res

HF energy with respectto the S-det, Igr(_) >. In the calculationof the secondorder variation, the

Igr(_) > isexpandedup to thesecondorderin _ as

Igr(_r) > = (1 - _ _.;_.r)lgr>+ _.rl_+(gr)lgr>+ ½_.2rK2(g,)lg,>, (5.3a)

where we have approximated the multiplication factor in Eq. (5.2a) up to the second order as

-13-



The expectation value of a Hermitian operatorX is expanded up to the second order in

x l;.')"x _'¢"x _?" o ,l;

X 12) 0 X _") X _") _,, ' (5.4,)

o rxg_ xg.') xg.') ,,1,2
where.

x(O)=lr=l_ [C*C'qrlX Igs>+CrC;<grlX Ig,>*} , (5.4b)

_ c,q, kC_(t,)xle,> , (5.4,:)x (rl) ffi Cr j =*

x ('.') ½ " _¢__,)x_.(g,)ls,> , x ,, ,, ,r$ ----" CrC$C'_r (1,1)*= X El,I) (r # s ) (5.4d)

X _) Cr .1=

= * _ csN <gr IX 'gs > + 1 ,ctj2 <gr I_-(gr )X _+(gr )'gr >" (5.40X O'l) -½Cr = I

•Then the variation of the Res I-IFenergy E = < V'IHIIF>/ < _ V'> is calculated up to the second order as

r,-',o,t = t (0) + [ t (I)T e (l)t + ['IT ,it ][ , (5.5a)

where

(o) H (o) _ H (o)
= _ , E (1)= _ (H (1)_ _ $ (1)) , (5.5b)

E

5-_ -_ H(°) H(O)E (1,1)= (H (1,1)_S H (1)S (1)t+ _ S (1)S (1)t_ _ S (1,1)) , (5.5c)

1 _ H (o) H (o)E (2)= _ (H (z)_ 5 H (I) S (lff + _ S (I) S (I)T --_-S (2)) . (5.5(1)

Here in the case of X = 1 we denote the quantifiesin Eq. (5.4) as S(°) etc. The 1 and E (1) are 2-

dimensionalcolumn vectorsand theE (Ij) andE (z) are 2 x 2 matrices. Thus the quadraticsteepest
-14-



descent of the Res HFenergy withrespecttothe S-det, Igr(Xr)> is given by

_. =- E t2)+ E tZ)T E t1,1)+ E tt,l)t E O)] " (5.6)

Thevectors_, andg" bringus the most effectivechangeto decrease the value of E from thevalue E (0)at

each iterationstep. Theybecome single particlebasis vectors to diagonalize a matrix,a parentheticalpart

of the firstordervariationwith respect to the 'gr(ftr)>, ,=_lc_,=_lc:<gr___,)(H-E)'g" >'1_ and its complex
conjugation. These matricesare equivalent to the calculatedresults of the matrix Kfs in Eq. (2.11) and its

complex conjugation by the Lipkinmodel Hamiltonian though we have used differentsymbols of indices.

To summarize, our tractable optimization algorithm consists of the following procedure: Prepare

suitable trialwave functions Igl> and Ig2>. First we calculate the overlap integral and the Hamiltonian

matrixelements. Then, fromEqs. (3.18) and (3.19) we can determinethe Res HF ground state energy

and the correspondingmixing coefficients. Next we calculate the E (1),E (t,1)and E (2) of Eq. (5.5) and
the quadraticsteepest descent_. of Eq. (5.6). We employ the calculatedIgr(_) > (r -1, 2) as the new set

of trialwave functions in the next iteration step. We must continue our Res HF calculations by iterating

succeedingmany times'steps until a convergenceis achived.
To evaluate the E (0), E (1) E (1,1)and E (2) we need explicit details of the overlapintegral <gr Igs>

and the matrixelements <gr II_(gr)lg, >, <gr IHIgs> and <g, II__(gr)HIgs> etc. appearingin Eq. (5.4). In

the Appendixwe give basicand useful formulasto calculatethem andshow only final computedresults of

the overlapintegral andEq. (5.4c) - (5.40.

As has beenpointedout byFukutomeet. al.,5) the matrixof the secondordervariationin Eq. (5.5) has

the same structuresas those of the matrixof the Res HF RPA11)becausethe orbitalvariations aremadeby
F_,q.(5.2) in the full variationspace. Thenthe quadraticsteepestdescent _. and_1,*determinedthroughEq.

(5.6) is consideredto includesurelywhole effect of RPAtype fluctuations. If the convergenceis achived

aftersweeping the whole variationspaceduringmany times'iteration steps, the optimized orbitalsshould

be supposed to contain both RPA type fluctuations up to higher ordersand their mode-mode couplings

because the Fermionnatureof the wave functionis keptall throughthe orbitaloptimizationprocess. This

will be investigatedin a forthcomingpaperby usingthe present simpleLipkinmodel.

We finallynote that anextensionof standardgroundstate variationalmethods to the ResHF (and HB)

is not new. Many yearsago, in orderto optimize the Hamiltonianexpectationvalue, Bremondproposed

to look for a bettersolution which is a superpositionof two differentHF or HB wave functions,12)and

Miller and Dreizler also did a lower lying extended I-IFsolution which has different orbital expansion

coefficients from those yielding the lowest usual HFenergy to take the overlapintegraland off-diagonal

Hamiltonianmatrixelement between two differentS-dets into consideration.13) However, they did not

give explicit expressionsfor the interstatedensity matrix and the interstateFock (and Fock-Bogoliubov)

operator. Those are the mostdifficult partsof the Res HF andHB theories. This is a crusial problem
which has to be solved in ordertorealizetheir ideasin a practicaland technicalmanner.
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§6. Numerical solutions

The Lipkin model Hamiltonian H of Eq. (3.1) is scaled by the value e, the single particle energy

difference between the upper and lower levels and the interaction strength V in the H is _ven through the

relationZ= (N- 1).V/c (Eq. (3.13c)). Our numerical calculations are carried out at Z-0.1 ~ 3.0 with the

nucleon number N = 8, 10 and 12. First we make numerical analysis of the simple analytic solutions of

both the Res I-IFCI and Res HF equations obtained in §4. Further in Eq. (5.1) restricting ourselves to

the simpler case q/2= x and ,,f, = 0 which makes the two S-dets, two CI mixing coefficients and the

quadratic steepest descent to be real, we find out solutions numerically by applying the direct optimization

algorithm in §5. As the Lipkin model Hamiltonian used here is very simple, we impose extremely severe

convergence conditions on the differences of the two S-dets as well as the energy difference between

concecutive iterations. For comparably smaller Z than one, some trial two S-dets often converge to very

different S-dets with near energy to the usual HF value at which some stages of iterations give very small

energy difference. Then at a glance such a situation may be misinterpreted as achieving convergence since

the very severe convergence condition on the energy diffrence is satisfied, though the difference of the two

S-dets between concecutive iterations is not so small. However, as Fukutome et al. had experienced, 5)

after long iterations we also could reach the converged two S-dets with the converged Res I-IFground state

energy comparably lower than the usual I-IFvalue. Our method can bring us the correct two S-dets at the

expense of long iterations even ff we do not know trial two S-dets from the beginning of calculation. It

should be stressed that owing to the simplicity of the Lipidn model Hamfltonian we need not reduce the

dimension of the variation space, though Fukutome et al. did so to make the orbital optimization tractable.5)

6.1 Resonating HF ground state energy and correlation energy of the ground state

First we show the Res I-IFground state energy comparing with those of the exact and the usual HF

solutions and examine the correlation energy of the ground state. Since the Res I-IFapproximation is a

variational method, we are able to evaluate its goodness by examining how well it reproduces ground state

energy andto what extent explains the correlation energy of the ground state.

As is well known in the usual I-IFcalculation, the HF energy map in the (0, IV) plane of the monopole

"deformation" parameters show us existence of two points corresponding to local energy minima, which

can be regarded as a ground state Igl> and an excited state Ig2> with the second local energy minimum,

respectively. However, the energies El, of the state Igl> and E,, of the Ig2> are degenerate. Here we

will concentrate on numerical analysis of the Res HF ground state energy E_s,"_.

In the case of the simple analytic solutions, the calculated energies 8E_,tw have good results very near to

the exact ground state energy if X is smaller than one. However, they come close to the usual HF results

as X goes beyond one. This physical situation is understood as follows: A potential barrierlying between

the states Igl> and Ig2> becomes too high so that the Res HF wave function is almost localized on two

sides far from with each other. Then it behaves like two indepedent $-dets. The proximity to the HF

solutions occurs at comparably smaller Z but Z > 1 as N is increased.
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/Fig. l a/ , /Fig. Ib/

." On theotherhand,the energiesE_w.Fcalculatedbytheorbitaloptimizationalgorithmgivesurprisingly

much betterresults than those of the above case. In the search for the energy minimum in the two

directionsof the quadraticsteepestdescent, the calculatedenergies indicatedgood results. Although,in
the intermediateregion of ,Z (I<,z <2), the E_'F_'s shift slightly fromthe exact results together with the

structurechange of the Res HI: energy functional surface, they get close again to the exact results as X

becomes stronger, This tendencyis moreconspicuousas N is increased.

/Fig. 1¢/ , /Fig. ld/

We also introduce the fractionof the correlationenergy r = (E_, --_v m_)/(E_--E_, ), according to the
Ref. 5). In the case of the simple analytic solutions, the fraction _"decreases rapidly asZ goes beyond

one. This tendency is also more remarkableas N is increased. However, the energies E_vm_calculated

by the orbitaloptimization algorithmgive very excellentresults _"- 99.9 - 87.9 %. In the intermediate

region of X (1< X<2), the E_u_'s bring the least fraction of the correlationenergies, about 60.0 -58.0 %

but soon the _"s restore larger fractions. These behaviours in _"s may be interpreted that some quantum

and dynamical tunnelling effects appearing in Eq. (3.20) begin to take place at this region of Z. It is seen
that the increse of the N leads to the larger magnitudeof the restoration in r's and that the position at which

restorationoccursis shiftedgraduallyto theweakerinteractionstrengthside.

/Fig. le/ , /Fig. lf/

62 Resonating HF excited state energy

We give only numerical analysisof the Res HF excited energies E_. _ given by the simple analytic

solutions. The _ _'s well reproducetheexact resultsof the firstexcited stateabove the groundstate6) ff

Z is smaller thanone but theydeviatea tittlefromthe exact results asX becomesstronger.

/Fig. 2a/

It is verydifficult tocalculateself-consistentlythe Res I-IFexcitedenergies E_. m_by the direct orbital

optimization algorithm. However, we can calculate easily the approximate Res HF excited energies
E_. m_,whicharegiven as anothersolutionsof the Res I-IFCI equationcalled resonons differentfrom the

energiesE_ TM but evaluated by using the values of the Res HF parametersdeterminedin the Res HF

ground state. These numericallyobtainedexcited energies have dips and become very bad comparing
them with the exact results in the intermediateand strongerregionsof X.

/Fig. 2b/
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The Res HF excited energy map in the (0 l, 82) plane of the monopole "deformation" parameters
suggests us that the points correspondingto the second local minima lie in the line 01= 02 on the map.

Then theorbitaloptimized solutionsshouldexist inthe neighbourhoodof this line, which must be checked
bythe self-consistent Res HF numericalcalculations. Forthe presentas the values of the Res I-IFexcited
stateenergies E_, _, we use insteadthe values given by the simple analytic solutions. Then the energy

differenceE_, _ - E_ _, i.e., the excitation energyfor the first-excitedstate above the groundstate,fairly

well reproducesthe exactexcitationenergycomparingit with the resultby the perturbationtheory.6)

/Fig. 2c/

63 Resonating HF orbital energies

As pointed out in §2, it is the importantcharacteristicfeatureof the Res I-IFapproximation that the

orbitalconcept is still surviving though the orbitals with different correlation structuresare resonating.
We calculate numericallythe self-consistentRes HF orbitalenergies e+ and e_ of the upper and lower

levels. These are the firstillustrationsof thecalculatedRes I-IForbitalenergies. In the case of the simple
analytic solutions, we can get simultaneouslyboth the orbitalenergies in the Res HF groundstateand the

ones in the Res HF excited state. The e+'s in the Res HF groundstate show the gradualincreases as Z

becomes strongand have a small upgradeatpositions in the intermediateregionof Z (l< Z <2). On the
contrary,the e_'sin the same stateshow the gradualdecreasesasX becomes strong thoughthey also have

an upgradeat positions in the intermediate regionof Z. These upgrademay be interpretedto be due to

some quantum and dynamical tunnelling effects occurring at this region of X. Theirpositions are

considerablyshiftedto theweakerinteractionstrengthsideas N is increased.

/Fig.3a/

The Res HF ground state orbital energies el+ and e l_ in the state I&l>and the orbital energies

_+ and e2_in the state Ig2>canbe calculatedafter the orbitaloptimization. The e l_ ande2+behavelike

thee_ and e+obtainedin the above, respectively. On the other hand, thebehavioursof the el+ ande2_
forma strikingcontrastto those of the el_ and e2+, respectively.

/Fig. 3b/

In the case of the simple analyticsolutions, we also calculate numerically the self-consistent Res HF
excitedstateorbitalenergiese. and E_. The e+'s in the Res HF excited state show the gradualincreases

as Z becomes strong though in the weak interaction strength region they decrease rapidly. On the

contrary, the e's in the same state show the gradualdecreases as X becomes strongand in the weak

interactionstrength region they also decrease rapidly. We note also that a level-crossing in the Res l-IF



. excited state orbital energies occurs at the weak interaction strength region Z " 0.5. Both the orbital
energies c+ and c_ become extremely large in the weak interaction strength limit.

/Fig. 3c/

6.4 Behaviours of the mixing coefficients and the overlap integral

After the orbital optimization, we can get the mixing coefficients Ict 12and Ic212and the overlap integral

det z12. At first the lc,[2and Ic l takethesame v_ues and increase gradually up to the intermediate

region of X. However, at the intermediate interaction strength region Z ~ 1.5 they branch away. The

Ict 12abruptly decreases and soon increases gradually. On the other hand, the I 2 behaves quite

oppositely to the tendency in the behaviour of the Ic_[2 . The overlap integral becomes fairly small as Z

becomes large and has a sharp dip at the interaction strength at which the two mixing coefficients branch

away suddenly, though soon it restores its magnitude. It may be understood that these behaviours of the

quantifies owe to an appearance of some quantum and dynamical mnneUing effects.

/Fig. 4a/ , /Fig. 4b/

6.5 Optimized value of the Resonating HF parameter

In the case of the simple analytic solution, the optimized value of the Res HF parameter m0_ is given

as m0_ = Cos-Sxo. Here the x0 means the solution of the algebraic equation to optimize the Res HF

orbitals for given N and Z. The optimized value _0_ in the Res HF ground state grows large as Z

becomes strong and has an upgrade in the intermediate region of Z- The upgrade increases extremely as

N is increased. The u0_ in the Res HF excited state also grows large monotonically as Z becomes

strong. Both the m0_ approach to the value _r/2 in the strong interaction strengthlimit. On the other

hand, the optimized value of the I-IFparameter 0_m is given as 6#vm= Cos-l(_) (X>1).

/Fig. 5/

6.6 Behaviour of the order parameter in the Resonating HF states

We finally give a numerical value of only the order parameter </{'2 > calculated from the simple

analytic solution since the </f_ > has the trivial value, the zero. The behaviour of the </f2 > has a strong

resemblance to that of the m0_ if the value of the < _2 > is properly normalized. As we have seen in the

correlation energy of the ground state, some quantum and dynamical tunnelling effects may also play

important roles to make an occurence of an upgradein the behaviour of the order parameter < o2 >.

/Fig. 6/
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§7. Concluding remarks

In the present paper, we have applied the Res HF theory to the exact solvable Lipkin model in order to

make clear essential features of the theory and to show its superiority over the usual HF theol. We have

used the new direct optimization algorithm to optimize orbitals in the S-tiers in a Res HI: wave function

under the assumption that the Res t-IFwave function is superposed by only the two S-dets Igl> and Ig2>.

First we have seeked for the simple analytic solution without using the iteration method. From the HF

energy map at 2' > 1 we got the two local energy minima with different monopole "deformations". The

corresponding two I-IFstates are the ground state Igl> with the t-IF parameters 0= Ore, Ip'=O and the

excited state Ig2> with 0 = 0n, Ip'=a" and they have degenerate energies. We have chosen these two

states as trial wave functions and have considered the simplest case for the Res HF parameters. We

obtained the simple analytic solution well reproducing the exact ground state energy and first gave the self-

consistent orbital energies in the Res HF ground and excited states.

Next we have adopted four variables 02, 01, lg2 and lg1 as the Res HF parameters and have assumed the

phase relation _'2- IP'I= g. In this case, the optimization of the Res HF orbitals becomes more difficult

because of rather complicated structures of the Res I-IFenergy functional. If we intend to solve the Res

I-IFeigenvalue equation to determine the Res I-IForbitals by means of the simple iterative method, we

surely encounter very serious problems of non-convergence. To avoid the convergence difficulties, we

have employed the direct minimization method different slightly from that proposed by Fukutome et al.5)

Owing to the simplicity of the Lipkin model, we need not reduce the dimension of the variation space.

The quantities 2r (r =1, 2) are the quadratic steepest descent of the Res HF energy with respect to the S-

det, Igr(2r)>. To get fast convergence they must be determined so as to optimize the energy variation up

to the second order. Preparing suitable trial wave functions Igl> and Ig2>, first we calculate the overlap

integral and the Hamiltonian matrix elements. From the Res HF CI equation we determine the Res HI=

ground state energy and the corresponding mixing coefficients. Next we calculate the matrices of the first

order variation E ¢1)and the second ones E ¢t,1) and E ¢2)and the quadratic steepest descent _.. We take

the calculated Igr(_) > as the new set of trial wave functions in the next iteration step. The matrix of the

second order variation has the same structures as those of the matrix of the Res HF RPA. lz) As

sweeping the whole variation space, the quadratic steepest descent _. is considered to include surely whole

effect of RPA type fluctuations because the Fermion nature of the wave function is kept all through the

orbital optimization process. The Res HF RPA theory will be studied to make clear this argument.

After the orbital optimization using fixed phases _2 = _r and _1 = 0, the Res HF ground state energy

fairly well reproduces the exact ground state energy and gives a very excellent result of the fraction of the

correlation energy r = 99.9 ~ 87.9 % to take the quantum and dynamical tunnelling effects into account.

The degrees of freedom of the phase variables subject to the relation _'2- IP'l= _r remain to be unused. It

is very interesting to see to what extent the full orbital optimization improves the present calculated results.

If we apply the Res I-IFapproximation with the direct optimization algorithm to currentconcrete problems

in highly deformed transitional nuclei, it becomes necessary for us to need several generating S-dets and to

reduce the orbital variation space at each iteration step in order to make the orbitaloptimization tractable.
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Appendix

First we give the explicit forms of/_+(gr), _-Q_,) and _'o(gr) in Eq. (5.2). They are induced by the

unitary transformation U(gr) as l_+(gr) : U(gr) l_+ U-l(gr) etc. and are the basic formulas to evaluate the

overlap integral <g, Igs > and the matrix elements <g, I_'_(gr)lg,>, <gr IHIg, > and <gr II_-(gr)HIg, > etc.

appearing in Eq. (5.4). Their expressions are written as

... o, o, i- cos,(_).e i(v,+ q,,) __+(g, ) = zsm2_cos-2"e "_'0 + _'+ sin'(_).e'_(w,-_', )_'_ (A.la)

,_=(g, ) = zsm"_°s"2-'e"'O, O, =i-.,_o"_ + cos'(_)'e4(V'+¢')/_'-- sin2(_) "ei(¢'- ¢,)K'+ , (A.Ib)

As mentioned in section 5, we use the phase convention _, =- ¥, (r = 1, 2) and Ip',- Ipr---n"(r < s, ; r, s

= 1, 2). The product of matrices grt and gs (r < s ) is represented as

cos}(O s + Or)"IN -sin}(Ss+ er )'e'4V°"I NI

l , (A.2)

g=g+'g*= J

which has just the same form as that of Eq. (3.5b) but using variables 0, + Or and If, instead of 0 and tp,

respectively.

The following formulas are useful to calculate the above mentioned matrix elements:

<SN l__"U(g)IS_'>= (NN-n )IImnn '<S IU(g)tSM>, (A.3a)

<S#I__U(g)j_+SlSN> = (_ 1)n+l N,) {n-N sin_)}(N-n)!

x ...... e_(.-I)_,<SN IU(g)tSN> . (A.3b)

cos2(-)

We can prove the above formulas by using relations quite similar to Eqs. (A. 1). With the aid of Eqs.

(A.1) - (A.3), the above mentioned matrix elements can be evaluated in a straightforward but tedious way.

However, for example, the matrix element <gr II__(gr)lg,• (r < s ) is easily calculated as



q, a/__(g,)Is,> - <3NIut(s, ) u(s, )/__cr-_(g,) u(g, ) IsN>

= <SN II_-U(gt, gs) ISN>- <SN II__U(g) ISN> . (A.4)

Further the following unitarytransformationof ourHamiltonian andcommutationrelationsbetween the

operator _'_ and the transformed Hamiltonian are very available to get the matrix elements

qr I__(gr)HIg s> etc.:

u-,_,)H,,_,)=_(coso,to,½smo,_,,,_.,½s_,o,,,-_,,J:_)

-½v[sm',o,.{e-":,',,:,',},_o'+2sm'<-_),::os,(_).{e--O.,,,+:.,,,}(_o-_.,._-)

-,_n0,{co:(._):",-,_n_(_-),:,',}.,',',(_',.+2,_._o)

- sin0,{cos2(_)e"2v',- sin2(_-_')e"_2,,}.¢_,,(g_+ 2 go g- )

+ {cos4(_)e"Z2_,+sin4(-_)e'2v,,.e"2v,/_+ {cos4(_)e_2V,+sin4(_)e"_2v,}.e"_'2_,,__'].(A.5a)

[l__, U-l(gr )HU(g r )] = e (cosOr/__ -sinO r .ei_',/_0)

+ 2sinOr{cos2(_)e"_2_,-sin2(_)ei2",}.ei,,(tO+ 2_0 2- _'+_'_)

-:2ico:(_),-_,.+,_,,(_):,.}:,.<,:.+:2,_._o)]. <A.5_)

.o, o,_..
[I__,[I__,U-Z(gr )HU(gr)]]= - 2e sm-_---cos-_--.e,',.__

o, o,I }.,,,,.(,r_to+ 12sm-_--"cos-_

+4(co,,(_>e-",.+,m'(_):'.).e"'.(eo+2e;-_.__)]. (A.5_>
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cosT'e "{Z (N- 3) sin'(--_r-)et2v, -

+ I(X (Nn-13N+ 24)sin2(--_)cos_(--_).(e-'Z2_,+ eZ2V,)

+ (N- I)(N-4){cosm(-_r-)-sin2(-_r-)}}tan2(_).etZV

+ (N-2)sin-_ Or --/v, {cos2(--_r-)e_zv,- } (N I)}tan'(_).eaVcos-,2"e"'{Z(N-5) sin'(-_)e_ ',- -

+ ½Z (N- 2)(N- 3){cos'(_)e_2_',+ sin'(_)• -_z_',}.e'-_ ', tan'(T0).e"_']. <g,l g,>]. (A.8c)

In Eqs. (A.8a) - (A.Sd), 0 and _pmust be replaced by 0: + 0r and _s, respectively as was done in Eq.

(A.2).
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Figure caption

Fig. la. Z dependence of the Res HF ground state energy with the nucleon number N = 10. Solid and

dashed curves represent the exact and the usual I-IFresults, respectively. Dashed-and-dotted curve

represents the Res HF result underthe variation with the use of one Res HF parameter.

Fig. lb. 2' dependence of the Res I-IFground state energy with the nucleon number N = 8, 10 and 12.

See Fig. l a for explanation.

Fig. lc. 2" dependence of the Res HF ground state energy with the nucleon numberN= 10. The Res HF

result is got under the variation with the use of two Res HF parameters. See Fig. la for explanation.

Fig. ld. 2" dependence of the Res HF ground state energy with the nucleon number N = 8, 10 and 12.

See Fig. lc for explanation.

Fig. le. 2' dependence of the fraction of the correlation energy under the variation with the use of one Res

I-IFparameter. Solid, dashedand dashed-and-dotted curves represent thecases of the nucleon number N =

8, 10 and 12, respectively.

Fig. If. 2" dependence of the fraction of the correlation energy under the variation with the use of two Res

HF parameters. See Fig. le for explanation.

Fig. 2a. 2" dependence of the Res HF excited state energy with the nucleon numberN = 10. Solid curve

represents the exact result. Dashed-and-dotted curve represents the Res I-IFresult under the variation with

the use of one Res HF parameter.

Fig. 2b. Z dependence of the Res HF excited state energy with the nucleon number N = 10. Solid curve

represents the exact result. Dashed-and-dotted curve represents the Res HF approximate result under the

variation with the use of two Res HI: parameters. This approximate result is obtained as a resonon

solution of the Res HF CI equation but using the Res l-IFparameter of the Res HF ground state.

Fig. 2c. 2" dependence of the excitation energy with the nucleon number N = 10. As the value of the

excited state energy, we use instead the values of the result from the variation with the use of one Res HF

parameter. Solid, dashed and dashed-and-dotted curves represent the exact result, the Res HF one with

one Res HF parameter and the Res HF one with two Res HF parameters, respectively.
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Fig. 3a. Z dependence of the Res HF ground state orbital energy with the nucleon number N : I0. This

is obtained from the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of one Res HF parameter.

Fig. 3b. Z dependence of the Res HF ground state orbital energy with the nucleon number N = 10. This

is obtained from the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of two Res HF parameters. Solid and

dashed curves represent the Res HF ground state orbital energies in the states l&l> and Ig2>, respectively.

Fig. 3(:. Z dependence of the Res HF excited state orbital energy with the nucleon number N = 10. This

is obtained from the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of one Res HF parameter. Dashed

anddashed-and-dotted curves represent the Res HF excited state orbital energies in the upper level and the

lower level, respectively.

Fig. 4a. Z dependence of the mixing coefficients with the nucleon number N = I0. This is obtained

from the self-consistent Res I-IFcalculation with the use of two Res HF parameters.

Fig. 4b. 2' dependence of the overlap integral with the nucleon number N = 1O. This is obtained from

the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of two Res HF parameters.

Fig. 5. 2' dependence of the optimized Res HF angle with the nucleon number N = 1O. This is obtained

from the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of one Res HF parameter. Solid, dashed and

dashed-and-dotted curves represent the usual HF result, the Res HF one for the Res HF ground state and

the Res HF one for the Res HF excited state, respectively.

Fig. 6. X dependence of the optimized Res HF angle with the nucleon number N = 10. This is obtained

from the self-consistent Res HF calculation with the use of one Res HF parameter. See Fig. 5 for

explanation.
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